
 
 

The Ultimate Choice in Self Defense & Surveillance 
 

 



PhaZZer Electronics, Inc. 
 

 

About Our Company 
  PhaZZer™ Electronics, Inc. is a consumer electronics design/development company 
committed to providing our customers with effective self defense and surveillance products that are 
high quality, easy to use, affordable to the consumer and have enhanced safety features built in.  
The PhaZZer Brand self defense products provide an alternative to safely protect yourself and your 
family.  PhaZZer Brand self defense electronic controlled devices (ECD)/stun gun devices come in 
many variations depending on preferred usage.  The PhaZZer Brand self defense products can be 
used with conventional bodily contact and/or by air, using projectile darts that have a reach 
distance of up to fifteen (15) feet, depending on the model.  These models have different 
variations of features, unique stylish designs and come standard with the enhanced safety 
features.  These enhanced safety features include circuit disconnect rip cord technology, firing 
safeties, separate firing triggers and quality power sources with recharging systems.  All PhaZZer 
Brand self defense electronic controlled devices (ECD)/stun gun devices are easily capable of 
immobilizing a target within seconds by neural muscular incapacitation, leaving no permanent 
damage or lasting side effects*.  Please check with your local law enforcement for any carry and/or 
use restrictions and/or requirements regarding Electronic Control Devices (ECD) /stun guns.  

 The PhaZZer Brand surveillance products have the latest technology standards. These 
models are capable of recording high quality resolution video in stereo, with the use of CMOS 
cameras. The choice of features and stylish design depend on model.   

 PhaZZer Electronics Inc. is in constant development and testing of new products, with only 
a portion of current products available to the consumer.  New Products will be introduced as they 
become available. 

 
All PhaZZer Brand Products have a one (1) year replacement Warranty.  
 
 
* PhaZZer Brand self defense products should be used with caution. These products are not toys.  
 
 
 

PHASER® is a registered trademark of CBS Studios Inc. This website and our merchandise is not endorsed, sponsored by or 

affiliated with CBS Studios or the STAR TREK franchise. 

Phazzer™ is a registered Trade Mark of the AMA Trust. The Phazzer lightning logo is a registered Trade Mark of the AMA 

Trust. The Trade Marks registered to the AMA Trust are not to be used without the prior written consent of the AMA Trust. 



 

 
PhaZZer Hornet 

 

The PhaZZer Hornet is the Smallest and Least Expensive Distance Stun Device in the World.  The PhaZZer Hornet 
is a smaller version of the PhaZZer Dragon.  The Hornet has an output of 30,000 Volts.  It comes standard with a Dart 

Cartridge that has a 10 foot firing distance.  When the cartridge projectiles are fired, the voltage is delivered through a pair 

of insulated wires that causes neural muscular incapacitation (NMI), dropping a target in 2-5 seconds.  The Hornet, along 
with all PhaZZer ECDs, is equipped with Circuit Disconnect Rip Cord Technology which renders the unit useless if the owner 

is ever disarmed and simultaneously sets off a 130db siren alarm.  This prevents the unit from being used against the 

owner by disabling the firing circuit, and will draw the attention of all those within the range of it’s’ siren alarm.  It has an 
On/Off toggle safety switch with a firm button pressure trigger for cartridge firing and a conventional stun gun use if 

cartridge has been spent or not inserted.  The Hornet also has a unique feature, in that it can use a Pepper Cartridge (sold 

separately) as an alternative to the standard dart cartridge, and when fired has a reach of up to 25 feet.  The pepper ball 
explodes on contact and will affect anyone within a 5 foot diameter of the target area.  In the event there is no cartridge 

installed, the PhaZZer Hornet also has a back up blinding LED that can be activated using a different button trigger to 

compliment the traditional stun gun usage.     
                   

Retail Price: $179.99  
 

Specifications 
 

Output: 30KVDC  
Safety On/Off Toggle Switch 

Momentary Trigger for Cartridge Firing or Traditional Stun Gun usage 
Blinding LED Light w/separate momentary Trigger (when no cartridge installed) 

Dart Cartridge: Projectile 10 foot reach 
Pepper Cartridge: 25 foot reach with 5 foot diameter disbursement 
Traditional Stun Gun Usage (if Cartridge is spent or not inserted) 

Circuit Disconnect Rip Cord Technology 
Self Contained Charging System (A/C Adapter built in) 

Replaceable, Rechargeable Grade A 7.2 V NiMH (Nickel Metal Hydride) Battery 
Dimensions：132mm (L) x 49mm (W) x 39mm (H) 

Weight：160g 

 
 

Includes 
 

PhaZZer Hornet 
Dart Cartridge 

Leather Belt Loop Case 
User Manual 

1 Year Warranty 
 



 

 

PhaZZer Enforcer 
 

 The PHAZZER Enforcer is an electronic control device which immobilizes a target by firing two dart projectiles and 

delivering 114,000 volts and 2.0mA current into the target. The voltage is delivered through a pair of insulated wires, 15 

feet in length. The voltage keys in on the neural muscular system and disables voluntary muscle control, dropping the 

target in two to five seconds. It is no surprise that Electronic Control Devices, such as the PHAZZER Enforcer, not only are 

effective in protecting the user’s safety, but also provides a safe alternative in subduing rather than injuring the target. The 

PHAZZER has been tested for safety and will substantially reduce the likelihood of serious harm or death as compared to 

alternative methods of self defense. It is one of most effective alternatives to the use of more substantial force when it is 

unnecessary. Although the voltage seems high, the unit puts out very low amperes at 0.0020 amps. The PHAZZER includes 

2 X 3.6 volts rechargeable ion-lithium battery packs coupled with an AC recharger adapter that can be plugged into the wall 

when the charge is weak. Also included with the unit is a dart cartridge, which is inserted into the PHAZZER Enforcer prior 

to firing. The PHAZZER Enforcer also comes with a standard with a Pepper Ball Cartridge, when deployed will fire a distance 

up to 25’, exploding on contact and neutralize a group of attackers within 5 feet of the target. The PHAZZER Enforcer can 

also be used as a hand-held stun gun. To prolong the battery life, avoid charging the battery for longer than 6 to 8 hours. 

PHAZZER ENFORCER OFFERS AN EFFECTIVE AND COMFORTABLE PRODUCT DESIGN AND FEATURES: The PHAZZER 

Enforcer unit requires no fees for registration to be activated unless it is required in the country where the product is being 

exported. There are no codes for activation and thus the unit is immediately operational upon receipt. The PHAZZER 

Enforcer unit can be recharged by inserting the battery charger when the green indicator light turns red (Charger included 

with purchase). To prolong battery life, avoid charging the battery over 6 ~ 8 hours. The green indicator light will turn red 

when the battery is at 50% charge, which is approximately about 100 full duration, 7 second shots prior to requiring a 

recharge. 

 
 
 
Retail Price: $599.99 
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Specifications 
 

Battery: 2 X 3.6V/700mAh/Rechargeable Ion Lithium Batteries 

Operation Current: 2A 

Peak Open Circle Arcing Volts: 114,000volts 

Wave Form: Shaped Pulse 

Pulse Rate: 15 pulses/per second (PPS) 

Pulse Duration: 2 μs 

Red Laser Sight: 650NM 

AC Adaptor: 100V~240V/50Hz ~ 60Hz/180mA 

Temperature: -20 ~ 50 

Relative Humidity: 10% ~ 85% 

Housing: High Impact ABS Plastic 

3W High Intensity L.E.D. Light: 150lm up to 45m 

Pistol Grip: Three Finger Placement Non-Slip Textured Hand Grip 

Total Weight (batteries included) : 448g 

Dimensions: 15cm (L) x 9cm (H) x 3cm (W) without Dart Cartridge 

Dart Cartridge Dimensions: 2.5cm (L) x 2.5cm (H) x 3.5cm (W) 

PhaZZer Dart Cartridge: RED Cover (Included with initial purchase. 

PhaZZer Pepper Cartridge: YELLOW Cover (Included with initial purchase) 

PhaZZer Enforcer AC Adaptor (Included with initial purchase) 

PhaZZer Enforcer Nylon Holster (Included with initial purchase) 

PhaZZer Enforcer Round Plug for PAL Electrical System (Sold Separately) 

PhaZZer Pepper + Pepper Powder Cartridge: PINK Cover (Sold Separately) 

PhaZZer Rubber Cartridge: BLACK Cover (Sold Separately) 

PhaZZer Mark (Paint) Ball Cartridge: GREEN Cover (Sold Separately) 

PhaZZer SOS Cartridge: ORANGE Cover (Sold Separately) 

(Please check with your local laws regarding the Deployment Cartridges and the sale and use of ECD’s and Stun Devices) 

  
 

PhaZZer Universal Holster for all PhaZZer Stun Guns 
 

Comfort, ease of carry, functionality and quality are the key elements to look for in a good holster. The Universal-

Large fits Sub-Compacts, Compacts, Full Size Automatics (Including the Desert Eagle 50 Cal), and Revolvers - From a 38 

Snub-Nose to a Full Size Taurus Judge. Our Universal Holster fits that role! It can be worn on the strong-side, cross-draw, 

hip, or middle-of-the-back. It is also an ambidextrous holster that can be worn inside the waist-band or on your belt. 

69572_ 

 
 
Retail Price: $29.99 



    

 
 
 

 PhaZZer Dragon 
 

The PhaZZer Dragon air stun gun provides a safe distance alternative in subduing rather than injuring the target or 
assailant.  The PhaZZer Dragon air stun gun has been tested for safety and will substantially reduce the likelihood of serious 

harm or death as compared to alternative methods of self defense.  It is one of the most effective alternatives to the use of 

more substantial force when it is unnecessary.  The PhaZZer Dragon includes a rechargeable and replaceable, 7.4V lithium-
ion battery pack, an A/C charger and a dart cartridge that is inserted into the PhaZZer Dragon unit prior to use.  The 

Dragon can also be used as a traditional hand-held stun gun, after the dart cartridge has been fired or has been removed 

from the unit, through bodily contact.  It offers a safe alternative to the use of deadly force in the defense of personal 
safety.  The PhaZZer Dragon offers a unique product design and is primarily focused on the consumer’s ease of use and 

lacks the obstacles implemented by competing products.  

 
The PhaZZer Dragon is an electronic control device (ECD) Stun Gun Device that immobilizes a target by firing two 

dart projectiles with a 15 foot range and delivering 150,000 volts into the target.  The voltage is delivered through a pair of 

insulated wires that causes neural muscular incapacitation (NMI), dropping the target in two to five seconds.  The PhaZZer 
Dragon unit is immediately operational upon receipt.  The PhaZZer Dragon unit can be recharged with the supplied A/C 

charger, and equipped with a power status green/red indicator light.  The Dragon unit can be fired approximately 200 times 

with each charge.  The PhaZZer Dragon has a nonslip, textured, hand grip with finger indentation grooves for better 
handling.  All Dragon units come standard with an aiming laser for better firing accuracy along with a bright LED light for 

night time use.  The PhaZZer Dragon has a safety switch located on the top of the unit and when activated instantly powers 

up the unit and initiates the laser.  The PhaZZer Dragon has a unique Circuit Disconnect Rip Cord technology that will 
deactivate the unit and prevent it from being used on the owner, if taken away by an assailant.  The PhaZZer Dragon has 

no activation codes and requires no criminal background check or registration unless it is required by local laws to the 

owner/user.  Please check your local law enforcement for details.  The PhaZZer Dragon has been tested for effectiveness 
and accuracy and has consistently dropped the target within 2 to 5 seconds upon contact.  The Dragon unit is offered in a 

choice of four colors: Black, Pink, Grey, and Silver. 

 
 Retail Price: $299.99  

 
 
 



 
Specifications 

          Output Characteristics:           
Pulse Rate: 15 Pulses/per second, continuous output for 10 seconds then shuts down  

Pulse Duration 120 Microseconds  
Peak Voltage: 150KV  

Housing: ABS High Impact Plastic  
Power Source: 7.4v Lithium Ion Battery  

Green/Red LED power indicator 
Integrated Bright LED (night time use) 

Integrated Laser (used for target acquisition) 
Electrical charge can penetrate up to 1" of clothing  

Circuit Disconnect Rip Cord  
Button Release Safety Toggle Switch 

Button Pressure Firing Trigger (duration of 10 sec of activation)  
Replaceable Dart Cartridge 

Projectile Darts have a 15 foot range 
Can be used as a traditional Stun Gun with Expended Cartridge or without the Cartridge 

Dimensions: 165mm (L) x 64mm (W) x 53mm (H)  
Weight: 235 grams 

 (T) 
 
 
  

Includes 
 

PhaZZer Dragon Unit 
  PhaZZer Dragon Dart Cartridge 

  PhaZZer Dragon Circuit Disconnect Rip Cord 
  7.4 Replaceable and Rechargeable Ion Lithium Battery Pack 

  A/C Charger Wall Adaptor 
  Instruction Manual 

1 Year warranty 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
   

PhaZZer Titan 
 

 

The PhaZZer Titan stun gun has one of the highest outputs available today with 2500KV.  The PhaZZer Titan is a 
multi-function unit and has a 3 mode position slide toggle to easily select the “Shock” position, "Blinding LED Light" 

position, as well as the alarm “Siren”.  The unit has an On/Off  toggle safety switch on the bottom that deactivates all 

modes of use with the exception of the Circuit Disconnect Rip Cord activation of the siren alarm.  The Circuit Disconnect 
Rip Cord renders the PhaZZer Titan useless to prevent an assailant of using the unit against the owner.  If taken away 

or disarmed in a self defense situation, it automatically activates the siren alarm to attract attention to any 

confrontation from several hundred feet away.  The alarm siren can also be activated manually through the use of the 
mode position switch and trigger.  The Blinding LED Light causes a few seconds of blindness if shined in the eyes of an 

assailant for easy get away.  The charging system is self contained (A/C charger built in) and uses a rechargeable 6V 

Grade A NiMH (Nickel Metal Hydride) battery.                           
 

 Retail Price: $99.99  

 
                                                                              

Specifications 
 

Output: 2500KV DC  
130 db Siren Alarm 
Blinding LED Light 

3 Position Slide Toggle Switch for Mode (Firing, LED, and Siren) 
Momentary Spring Loaded Trigger for Firing 

ON/Off Toggle Safety Switch 
Circuit Disconnect Rip Cord 

Grade A 6V Rechargeable NiMH Battery 
Belt Clip Leather Case 
A/C Charger (built in) 

Dimensions：170mm (L) x 59mm (W) x 34mm (H) 
Weight：235g 

 
 

Includes 
 

  PhaZZer Titan Stun Gun 
  Belt Clip Leather case 

 User Manual 
                                                                             1 year Warranty 
 

 
 



 
 

        PhaZZer Talon 
 

The PhaZZer Talon hand held stun gun is one of the most powerful, compact, and effective stun gun units on the 

market today.  The PhaZZer Talon model brings comfort, compact size as well as superior power to all who possess this 
amazing all around product.  The PhaZZer Talon is integrated with many features for easy use while maintaining safety for 

the user.  The PhaZZer Talon stun gun provides 2000KV.  These ratings are achieved with the use of 7.2 V Grade A Nickel 

Metal Hydride (NiMH) batteries.  The safety features include the unique Circuit Disconnect Rip Cord, Toggle slide safety 
switch and a blinding LED light which when shined in the eyes of the assailant causes 5-8 seconds of temporary blindness.  

This compact stun gun, about the size of a pack of cigarettes, boasts a lot punch for its size.                         

 
Price: $79.99 

 

Specifications 
 

Output: 30KVDC  
Blinding LED Light 

Toggle Slide Safety Switch 
Circuit Disconnect Rip Cord 

Leather Belt Loop Case 
Self Contained Charging System 

A/C Adapter (built in) 
7.2 V Grade A NiMH Rechargeable Batteries 

Dimensions：105mm (L) x 55mm (W) x 25mm (H) 
Weight：148g 

 

Includes 
 

PhaZZer Talon Stun Gun 
Leather Belt Loop Case 
PhaZZer Talon Rip Cord 

                                                                              User Manual 
                                                                            1 year Warranty 
 
 
 
 
 

 



  
 

      PhaZZer Scorpion 
 

The PhaZZer Scorpion Stun Gun is the newest, most powerful and smallest multi-function compact stun gun on 

the market today and includes a High Powered Stun Circuit, Circuit Disconnect Rip Cord Technology, Blinding LED Light, 
Siren Alarm, and Self Contained Charging System.  The PhaZZer Scorpion delivers 3000KV when in contact with the 

target.  The Scorpion is equipped with a replaceable/rechargeable 7.2V Grade A NiMH (Nickel Metal Hydride) battery and 

self contained charging system (A/C adapter built in).  The safety features include the standard Circuit Disconnect Rip 
Cord Technology which renders the unit useless and prevents an assailant of using the unit against the owner.  If taken 

away or disarmed in a self defense situation, this technology automatically deactivates the trigger circuit and 

simultaneously activates the siren alarm to attract attention to any confrontation from several hundred feet away.  The 
LED blinding light causes 5 to 8 seconds of temporary blindness when shined in the eyes of an assailant.  The Scorpion 

has a safety on/off toggle switch with a separate momentary trigger system, along with a momentary switch for the 

blinding LED light.                                                                                                                                  
 

Price: $89.99 

 

Specifications 
 

Output: 3000KVDC  
Blinding LED Light w/momentary Switch 

Self Contained Charging System (A/C adapter built in) 
Circuit Disconnect Rip Cord 

130db Siren Alarm 
On/Off Safety Toggle Switch 
Momentary Trigger Switch 

Grade A 7.2 V NiMH Rechargeable Battery 
Leather Belt Clip Case 

Dimensions: Size：102mm (L) x 52mm (W) x 24mm (H) 
Weight：136g 

 

Includes 
 

PhaZZer Scorpion Stun Gun 
Leather Belt Clip Case 

User Manual 
1 Year Warranty 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 



          
 

 

PhaZZer 3.0 Megapixel DVR3.0 II Eyewear 
 

 For hands free recording use the PhaZZer Camcorder DVR 3.0 Megapixel Audio/Video Recorder 
Camouflage Eyewear! These stylish DVR eyewear sunglasses have a built in 3 megapixel camera and DVR 
with micro switch controls right at your finger tips. This unique camcorder system will view and record what 
the user sees without wires and hands free.  The audio is captured at a limited range, but is excellent for 
narration comment by the user or others within 10 feet diameter.  This unit includes 3 sets of lenses, polarize 
dark tint, polarized amber and clear lenses for indoor or darker environments.  The primary use is to record 
video for winter and summer sports activities, school programs, family events, hunting and fishing and many 
other life experiences. The video is stored on a 4 GB Micro SD flash memory card. Play back is easy using 
your PC via USB or Flash Card reader and requires no additional software or downloads. SD Flash Memory 
Card adapter included. This unit also has the ability to take a Still Photo at 1280 X 1024 dpi for a clear crisp 
image.  And high quality video resolution at 720 X 480 dpi and a record speed of 30 fps.  It also contains a 
duel lithium rechargeable battery for maximum performance in both extreme cold and hot conditions. 
 Additionally, the Camo DVR 3.0 II offers a full one year warranty which is unmatched in the industry. 

 

Retail Price: $199.99 
 
 
 

Specifications 
 

Polarized lenses to reduce sunglare 
 Allows up to 4 hours of video recording per charge 

 3.0 megapixels pinhole CMOS camera and built in stereo audio microphone • Uses a 4 GB Micro SD Flash 
Memory Card (supports 16 GB) 

 3 Micro switches for control (record/on-off/reset) 
 Red/Green LED power indicator with noticeable blue flashing record indicator  

 Internal rechargeable battery 110/220 Volt 
 Charge or transfer video via USB (cable and AC adapter included) 

 Resolution 720*480 dpi - 30 fps 
 Players: Windows Media, Quicktime, Real Player 

 Driver needed for versions older than Win 98 
Dimensions: 190mm (L) x 70mm(W) x 88mm(H) 

 Weight: 58g 

 



 
 

PhaZZer 3.0 Mega Pixel DVR300 Eyewear 
 

     For hands free recording use the PhaZZer DVR300 High Resolution Audio/Video Recording Eyewear!  This stylish DVR300 

Eyewear has a built in 3 Mega Pixel CMOS camera and DVR with micro switch controls right at your finger tips.  This unique 
camcorder system will view and record what the user hears and sees without wires.  Use in any application to record video 

i.e. sporting events, concerts, school programs, cheating spouses, family events, interrogations, spying and police or 

security activity.  Video is stored on a removable 4 GB Micro SD flash memory card.  Play back is easy using your PC via 
USB or Flash Card reader and requires no additional software.  SD Flash Memory Card adapter included. 

 

     The PhaZZer DVR300 Eyewear has polarized lenses to reduce sun glare.  Video is stored on a removable 4 GB Micro 
SD flash memory card.  Play back is easy using your PC via USB cable or Flash Card reader and requires no additional 

software.  The USB cable can also be used to charge the battery either through your computer USB port or through a 

power outlet using the AC Adaptor.   
 
Retail Price: $179.99 

 
Specifications 

 
  Polarized Lenses to reduce Ultraviolet Rays 

  Allows up to 4-5 hours of Video Recording per charge 
  3.0 Mega Pixels Pinhole CMOS Camera and built in Stereo Audio Microphone 

  Uses a 4 GB Micro SD Flash Memory Card (supports 8 GB) 
  2 Micro Switches for control (Record & Pause/On-Off) 

Pinhole Reset when locked up 
  Red/Green LED Power Indicator 

Blue Flashing LED Recording Indicator  
  Internal Rechargeable Li-Polymer Battery 110/220 Volt 

  Charge or transfer Video via USB (Cable and AC Adapter included) 
  Resolution 640*480 dpi - 35 fps Playback Speed 
  Players: Windows Media, Quicktime, Real Player 

  Driver needed for versions older than Win 98 
 

Includes:  
  Eyewear with carrying case 

Lens Cleaning Cloth 
  USB cable 

  A/C Adapter Battery Charger 
  4 GB micro SD card included 

SD card adaptor for Computer insertion 
(Supports 8 GB micro SD card) 

  Operations Manual  
  1 Year Warranty 

 



 

 
 

                        
 

PhaZZer 5.0 Mega Pixel DVR500 Eyewear 
 

     The PhaZZer DVR500 Wireless High Resolution, Audio/Video Recording Eyewear has a form-fitting wrap around sleek 

design.  Capture real time life events recording your best memories and easy sharing with friends and family. The 
eyewear has a built in 5 Mega Pixel CMOS camera and DVR with micro switch controls right at your finger tips.  Water 

resistant UV lens feature makes recording and data storage safer under harsh conditions.  Video is stored on an internal 4 

GB TransFlash Micro SD memory.  The DVR500 has easy connection with PC/Laptops and no driver or new software 
needed via the USB cable.   The USB cable can also be used to charge the battery either through your computer USB port 

or through a power outlet using the AC Adaptor.   
          

 

Retail Price: $299.00 

 
Specifications 

Quality UV Lenses 
Water Resistant 

5.0 Mega Pixel Pinhole CMOS Camera and built in Stereo Audio Microphone 
Resolution: 736 X 480 dpi 

550 mA Li-Polymer Rechargeable Battery 
Internal 4 GB TransFlash Micro SD Memory 

Read/Write Speed: 1.5Mbps – 60Mbps 
Recording Speed: 30fps 

Power duration: 3-4 hours 
Video Format: AVI 
USB 2.0 interface 

2 Micro Switches for control (Record & Pause/On-Off) 
Pinhole Reset when locked up 

  Red/Green LED Power Indicator  
Blue Flashing LED Recording Indicator 
Dimensions: 165mm x 80 mm x 50mm 

Weight:  75 g 
 
 

Includes: 
Sunglasses with Carrying Case and Lens Cleaning Cloth 

USB Cable and A/C Adapter Battery Charger 
Operations Manual  
1 Year Warranty 



 
 
 

                          7.4V Lithium Ion Battery for PhaZZer Dragon 
                        PhaZZer Dragon stun gun Replacement 7.4V Lithium-Ion rechargeable battery with rip-cord 

 

Retail Price: $19.99  
 

 

 
 
 

A/C Charger for PhaZZer Dragon 
Replacement A/C charger for PhaZZer Dragon Stun Gun 

 

Retail Price: $14.99 
 

 
 

 

Dart and Pepper Ball Cartridge for PhaZZer Enforcer, Dragon and 
Hornet 

 
Replacement Dart or pepper ball cartridge for PhaZZer Dragon and Hornet ECD Stun Guns. These cartridges are a single 

shot application, meaning you only get to fire the darts or pepper ball once. The dart projectiles or pepper ball are propelled 
by compressed nitrogen micro tanks. The dart projectiles are connected to insulated wires that are used for voltage delivery 

with a maximum reach of 15 feet for PhaZZer Dragon and 10 feet for PhaZZer Hornet.  The pepper ball has 25 foot reach 

and 5 diameter dispersement area. 
 

Retail Price: $24.99 



 
 
 

PhaZZer Electronics, Inc. 
Manufacturer, Importer/Exporter & Distributor 

 
 
 

 
PhaZZer Electronics, Inc. 
4089 S. 84th St. Suite 179 

Omaha, Ne 68127 
 

Office 402.813.0369 
Office 402.980.5446 
Tech 402.669.6789 
Cell 402.982.9017 

 
Email: sales@phazzer.com 

 

www.phazzer.com 
 

 
 


